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Abstract. In this paper we explore the possibilities to combine two research
methods we regard as being very useful when interacting with stakeholders in
complex systems. We discuss a mixed research methods approach, based on the
Q methodology and a simulation game. In a game design process, translating the
real or reference system into the game design is an intricate process and rather
challenging due to the complexity of today’s societal systems. As shown by
various studies, different data techniques are proposed in order to translate
reality aspects. One of the proposed data gathering techniques in combination
with simulation games is Q methodology. Q methodology is a suitable method
to retrieve social perspectives of stakeholders on a particular topic. Yet it is still
elusive how the results of a Q methodology can be used in a game design
process. In this paper, we explore the possibilities how to combine the two
methods and how to translate the results of the Q analysis into a game design
concept. In the context of a case within the domain of transport and logistics, we
discuss how such mixed research methods approach could look like. We con-
clude with a future outlook on our research.

Keywords: Simulation games � Q methodology � Mixed method approach �
Game mechanics

1 Introduction

Simulation gaming is an appropriate method to analyze, understand, represent and
design complex systems [1–4]. Analysis and translation of reality aspects into a game
environment is important since it is a starting point for the game design process [2, 5].
While this translation is important, it is also difficult because current societal systems,
such as the domain of transport and logistics, are rather complex. They consist of social
subsystems (e.g. individuals, organizations) and technical systems (e.g. innovations)
that interact with each other [6], while having interdependent processes. Illustrating this
in the transport and logistics system, it comes obvious that global and local organi-
zations interact with each other by means of technical and social innovations. Addi-
tionally, each organization has its own needs, interest and processes. When developing
an instrument to be used in such system, for example to support decision-making, or to
foster communication, one has to develop a proper understanding of this reference
system, including its subsystems and dynamic relationships. In complex systems,
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phenomena occur that are difficult to capture and fully understand, for example situ-
ational awareness and trust. Actors in the system may have different viewpoints on
such phenomena. These different viewpoints, however, provide a better understanding
of the communication around a topic within a complex system that is interesting to take
into account when designing a simulation game.

To create a good understanding of the processes, communication streams and
phenomena that emerge in the system, simulation games can be used in conjunction
with additional methods. According to [7] and [4], simulation games are an appropriate
method to combine with other instruments. One of the methodologies that can be used
to complement the game design process is the Q methodology [7]. A Q study allows
researchers to study and explore patterns and social perspectives of stakeholders on a
specific topic [8]. It is a systematic way to explore and cluster various, subjective
perspectives of stakeholders on a topic. As aforementioned, a complex system consists
of a multitude of actors each with their own perspectives on a topic or issue that exists
in the system. In our opinion, Q methodology is a suitable tool to analyze expressions
and communication of actors on a particular phenomenon in a complex system. This
method provides insights into different aspects of the topic and moreover the subjec-
tivity of opinions is analyzed systematically. This paper aims to explore the possibil-
ities to use a Q study in the design process of simulation gaming.

Although this approach is discussed as a suitable research methodology in relation
to simulation games, it did not receive a lot of attention in the field of simulation games
yet. Therefore, in this paper, we explore the possibilities to combine the Q-
methodology and simulation games. First, we discuss how these two methods can
complement each other. Subsequently, the essential steps of a Q methodology are
described in Sect. 2. Followed by a description of a case study where we want to apply
Q methodology in combination with simulation games. We conclude with a future
outlook.

2 Combining the Q-Methodology and Simulation Games

Simulation games are used as research instruments, training tools or instruments to
raise awareness, transmit knowledge or to enable a learning process. When designing a
simulation game, one of the important aspects is the translation of the reference system
towards the gaming system [2]. A multitude of game design approaches propose how
to translate the reality aspect into a simulation game, for example, [2] or [9]. Both of
these approaches discuss the importance of translating the reality aspect into a simu-
lation game. By including subject-matter experts [2] or the target group [9] with the
design process, information is shared that help to clarify and identify important aspects
of a complex system. The Q methodology can be used to support this game design step.

Based on related game design approaches, literature studies, interviews and
workshops with experts and practitioners are suitable tools to understand the system in-
depth and moreover to clarify the problem [10]. The data retrieved from the above-
mentioned tools serve as a basis to map the system in a systematic way [11]. Besides
these tools, in our opinion other research methodologies, such as Q methodology, are
suitable in conjunction with simulation games to gather data, for example different
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viewpoints of stakeholders. During the design process, it is challenging to include all
viewpoints of the different actors in the system on a particular topic. Yet, for the
analysis of the system it is interesting to collect similar and dissimilar viewpoints to
create a thorough analysis of the complex system.

Combining simulation games with other research methodologies is discussed in a
few papers. [7] showed that games create a suitable environment for a mixed method
research approach. As shown in this paper, a Q study is considered as an appropriate
methodology to collect data. With a Q study, data is gathered that gives insights into
the opinions or motivations of stakeholders on a certain topic [12]. Another study that
elaborates on the combination of different research tools is the study by [4]. This study
discusses different types of simulation games by game design and evaluation. From the
various case studies it is learned that transferring reality aspects during the game design
process is an intricate process and interviews with experts and workshops help to
support this translation.

In our opinion, one methodology that is useful in relation to game design is the Q
methodology. A Q study consists of both qualitative and quantitative elements [8, 13,
14]. This methodology is used to analyze social perspectives of a variety of stake-
holders [14] as well as to extract patterns of these perspectives [15].

2.1 Q Methodology

A Q study is suitable to study a social phenomenon which is subjected to different
understandings and which is debated quite a lot [8]. A Q study will provide insights and
feedback on a topic as well as knowledge of the reference system. According to [8, 12,
14], conducting a Q study consists of 5 subsequent steps. The first step of a Q study is
the demarcation of concourse. In this first step, expressions and information flows on a
topic are identified that reflect the diversity of perspectives from actors in a system [12,
14]. Based on the concourse, statements are defined that reflect the diversity of the
perspective. This second research step is called the selection of statements. After the
selection of the statements, the respondents are selected who will perform the Q sort.
These respondents are selected based on their different perspectives on a topic [14]. The
fourth step is the Q sort. In this step the respondent are asked to rank the statements
according to a research question. Respondents sort the statements on a grid which is
shaped as a normal distribution. Grounded on the different Q sorts by respondents, a
data analysis is conducted as the fifth research step. The final step is the analysis and
interpretation of the different Q sorts by means of a quantitative statistical analysis that
provides to a set of factors [13, 14]. These set of factors give an overview of the shared
perspectives of actors on a topic. A Q study is a systematic analysis to study a topic in a
complex system. By analyzing and retrieving feedback from experts and practitioners a
better understanding of the real system is created and moreover game designers are able
to transfer the reality aspects into a game environment [3, 4]. In doing so, the Q
methodology helps to carry out this design step in a structured way.
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3 Case Study: A Game of Trust

Combining the Q methodology and simulation games did not receive a great deal of
attention yet. How to combine these two methodologies is explored in the Trans-
SONIC project. Within the Trans-SONIC project, the impact of trust on collaboration
in light of the innovation process is studied by means of simulation games. The context
of the study is the transport and logistics system, and in more detail the port-hinterland
system. This system can be characterized as a complex system [6], where actors have
interdependent processes and interact with each other by means of novel technologies
in order to transport goods from A to B. With the introduction of novel technologies,
procedures and processes of actors may change. Additionally, actors need to decide if
they want to compete or collaborate with competitors. Trust in this case is key as it
enhances collaboration [16]. Consider, for instance, the implementation of truck pla-
tooning in the transport and logistics system. Truck platooning is a concept where a
number of trucks, from different truck companies, drive together with a fixed vehicle
distance by means of communication technologies. This innovation provides advan-
tages for truck companies, for example fuel reduction. Yet, it also causes some chal-
lenges. In order to establish a platoon, truck companies need to share information, such
as departure times or truck driver schedules, with other truck companies. In order to
exploit the advantages of truck platooning, collaboration and moreover trust is vital.

In the Trans-SONIC project, we develop a trust game according to the Triadic
Game Design (TGD) Philosophy proposed by [2]. According to the TGD philosophy, a
game design approach should be balanced along three aspects, i.e. reality (i.e. trans-
lation of the reference system), meaning (i.e. the purpose/learning goal of the game)
and play (i.e. game elements/mechanics). We develop a round-based game where
players experience the influence of a low trusted environment or a high trusted envi-
ronment. In the game we are interested how trust influences initial collaborative rela-
tionships in the port-hinterland system, thus in an inter-organizational environment.

The port-hinterland system is rather complex and to understand the system in-
depth, a system analysis is conducted to gain insight into the actors, their relations and
interests. Subsequently, we visualized the information and communication stream of
the actors by means of a business modelling approach. For example, the actors and
their processes are visualized by the use of a swimming lanes model. With the system
analysis we are able to represent the main roles in the game as well as the commu-
nication streams.

As aforementioned, the main concept in the game is trust. In order to translate this
social phenomenon in a game, first a literature review is conducted. The results of this
literature review show that the concept of trust is multidimensional. It evolves over
time and emerges in different stages [17], for instance on a personal level as well as on
an institutional level. Deriving from the literature review, trust is defined as an
expectancy that emerges in a technological environment or a social environment [18].
Since the purpose of the game is to study the influence of inter-organizational trust (i.e.
low and high trust) on initial collaborative relationships, our concept of trust is based
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on the definition proposed by [19]. According to this study, trust is an organizations
expectancy that another actor will fulfil its obligations, behaves in a predictable manner
and is not opportunistically [19]. The role descriptions are based on the trust charac-
teristics of this definition. For instance, one player in the game will behave oppor-
tunistically compared to another player who will behave predictable.

We are aware that trust embedded in a system and is influenced by various factors,
for example power and risk. Grounded on literature from a broad range of disciplines
(e.g. sociology, management) we could derive that information is a construct that
influences the process of trusting another actor [20]. In other words, the choice whether
or not to collaborate is moderated by the received information and this varies per
stakeholder.

3.1 Q Methodology: Input for Game Mechanics

To translate the relation between information, trust and collaboration we first need to
create a better understanding what the role of information is in the transport and
logistics system. We do this by means of a Q study. For example, the construct
information consists of different types such as fixed information (e.g. container code) or
future events (e.g. turnaround times terminal) [21]. A Q study allows researchers to
identify underlying patterns of the stakeholders on a social perspective [21], in our case
information in relation to trust. Our hypothesis is that the Q methodology allows us to
ensure that critical elements of the relation information and trust are translated to the
game environment.

As explained in Sect. 2, conducting a Q study consists of 5 subsequent steps [8]. To
set up the concourse, we will analyze journal articles and grey literature (expert reports
and news articles) in depth. This will provide us with a better insight of the relation
between information and trust, as well as the communication about this topic in the port
hinterland system. Following from the concourse, Q statements will be defined that
cover all the relevant aspects of the topic. For example, information in relation to
trusted third parties or what type of information (e.g. feedback ratings, operational
information) is trusted by the stakeholders. After formulating the Q statements we
select port-hinterland stakeholders who have different viewpoints. The stakeholders
then need to sort the statements on a grid-shaped normal distribution from strongly
disagree to agree which are afterwards analyzed by a factor analysis [13]. Resulting
from the factor analysis is a set of shared perspectives from a multitude of port-
hinterland stakeholders on the topic information in relation to trust.

Our hypothesis is that the outcomes of a Q study will reveal the most important
elements of the topic information in relation to trust, since it will provide us with the
viewpoints of the port-hinterland stakeholders. Based on this data, game mechanics
will be designed (Fig. 1).
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Since the game is a round based game, one of the social perspective deriving from
the Q study can serve as a scenario in one of the rounds. The output of a Q study is the
shared perspectives, positive or negative, of different stakeholders on a topic. For
example, possible shared perspectives of stakeholders in the transport and logistics
system could be: sharing of different types of information should be regulated or the
role of trust and security in relation to information is necessary. A Q study reveals in
more detail the concerns and issues of stakeholders. To illustrate, take for example the
shared perspective of trust and security. Stakeholders may be concerned that trusting
others may be difficult and they have a positive attitude towards implementing regu-
lations in order to increase their trust level. Grounded on this shared perspective,
scenarios could be designed that provides a linkage towards reality and used to
influence the game play of players. For instance, a scenario can be introduced where
new rules and regulations are mentioned that affect the trust level of players. Another
alternative is to use the different perspectives as input for the strategy cards where
players are able to influence the environment (e.g. low trusted environment or high
trusted environment). Strategy cards are a suitable game mechanic to differentiate
between a high trusted environment and a low trusted environment. For example,
certain information can be left out during specific game rounds. When playing one of
the strategy cards certain information what is important in relation to trust is not shared
by a player. Additionally, while conducting a Q study, more information and insights
will be retrieved from the stakeholders. After sorting the statements, it is possible to ask
more in-depth questions relating to the Q sorting. This information can also be used in
a debriefing phase, where the role of information in relation to trust will be made
explicit.

4 Conclusion and Future Outlook

In this paper, we explored Q methodology in conjunction with simulation games. In the
literature, Q methodology is discussed as one of the possibilities to gather data. While a
couple of studies discussed the opportunities of combining different research
methodologies, the combination of the Q methodology and simulation games did not
receive a great deal of attention. In our opinion, a Q study is beneficial for the game

Fig. 1. Q methodology translated to game mechanics
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design, i.e. serves as a basis for game mechanics, and moreover, insights are created on
the communication about a certain topic in a system. We envision that a Q study will
allow us to retrieve data on the role of information in relation to trust. By gathering data
on this topic, we are able to design specific game mechanics that influence the trust
level of the players. It will also enable us to create an overview of the opinions of a
variety of stakeholders that provides us a better insight into the system itself. Subse-
quently, using this information in a de-briefing phase allow us to expand the learning
process of the players as well.

In future work, we will develop the simulation game further as well as the Q study.
Q statements will be defined and a pre-selection of the stakeholder will be asked to sort
these statements according to a scale from strongly disagree to agree. Subsequently, the
results will be analyzed which provides us perspective that can serve as input for the
game design. In parallel the game of trust will be further developed. Game mechanics
are designed will be designed that partially comply with the results retrieved from the Q
study. Additionally, experiments will be designed to study the role of trust on col-
laboration in the port-hinterland system.

The overall aim of the Trans-SONIC approach is to create a better understanding of
the role of trust in a socio-technical system when novel technologies are introduced.
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